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Abstract

This is where the abstract goes.  It should not be too long since it is just an abstract.  Until your
paper has been formally accepted you can single space the abstract.  Note that this page contains 
only the paper’s title and abstract.  The main text should begin on the next page.



This is the first page of the paper.  Unlike the abstract it should be double spaced.  I know some

of you think you can fool readers into believing your paper is shorter by using a smaller font or

single spacing your document.  However, the typical result is eye strain and a foul mood.  Help

preserve your referee’s and your editor’s vision use at least an eleven point type face and double

space your document!

Notice how this file and the sample cover page follow the instructions for authors on the

web page.  For example, the first page of this file has the paper's title at the top followed by the

abstract.  This helps us and your reviewer keep track of the paper once it has been printed out. 

Please note you do not need to mimic the sample cover page exactly!  You can use any format

you prefer so long as it includes the paper’s title, the name of each author and each author’s

contact information.  Make sure the contact information includes each author’s e-mail address as

this is the journal’s primary means of communication.  If an author does not have an e-mail

address then, of course, you need not provide one.

The body of the paper begins on the second (this) page. Please make sure that you remove

all identifying information from the paper. In Adobe Acrobat go to the "Document Summary"

page by either hitting ctrl-d or by clicking on the "File" menu (typically near the top left hand

side of the window) and then "Document Properties" and "Summary." Once you have reached the

Document Summary page erase any identifying information click on "Ok," and then save the file.

I want to thank you for considering the Review of Financial Studies as a possible outlet

for your work.  I wish you well with the editorial process and hope that no matter what the

outcome you believe that you were treated with consideration and respect.


